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Not this talk... perhaps another time

Macroscopic superpositions and black hole unitarity

We discuss the black hole information problem, including the
recent claim that unitarity requires a horizon firewall,
emphasizing the role of decoherence and macroscopic
superpositions. We consider the formation and evaporation of
a large black hole as a quantum amplitude, and note that
during intermediate stages (e.g., after the Page time), the
amplitude is a superposition of macroscopically distinct (and
decohered) spacetimes, with the black hole itself in different
positions on different branches. ...

arXiv:1302.0451



Technology and economics drive science



Human genetics primer for physicists

1 genome ≈ 109 base pairs, variation at rate 10−3; compressible
to few MB.

SNPs = Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms ≈ 106 sites where
variation is common. Informative sampling of whole genome.

2012: SNP genotyping cost = $100 ; Whole Genome Sequencing
= $1000.

A few years from now SNPs will be a historical oddity of old
technology.



Outline: a multidisciplinary subject

1. What is intelligence? Psychometrics

2. g and GWAS: a project with BGI (formerly Beijing Genomics
Institute)

3. Genetic architecture from SNP distance analysis

www.cog-genomics.org
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Quantitative phenotypes

1. Stability / Reliability (measured value doesn’t change)
2. Validity (predictive power; measures something real?)
3. Heritability (genetic causes)

Cognitive ability (properly defined) is comparable to height on
each of these criteria.



What are IQ / SAT / GRE ?

By construction:

I. Choose a battery of n ”cognitive” tests, e.g.,
(1) digit recall (short term memory)
(2) vocabulary
(3) math puzzles
(4) spatial rotations
· · ·

(n-1) reaction time
(n) pitch recognition (music)

II. Test a lot of people.

{individual} → n vector → scalar (single number)

(LOSSY) COMPRESSION!



Results

• All ”cognitive” observables seem to be positively correlated
• Use factor analysis or principal components to isolate
direction of largest variation in the n-dimensional space

Scatterplot of Project Talent
Psychometric Test Scores (9th Grade)
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General factor of intelligence

Largest principal component of variation ≈ g factor = general
factor of intelligence ≈ IQ ≈ SAT ≈ GRE
≈ overall goodness of cognitive functioning?

• Note these are population level correlations – compression may
not work for a particular individual: value of g may not predict
individual components of n-vector very well. But works for
”typical” individuals.

• SAT, GRE heavily g-loaded: high correlation with g or IQ;
”SAT is an IQ test”

IQ: mean 100, SD 15 (normally distributed)
SAT (M+V): mean 1000, SD ∼ 200 (1995 ”recentering”)



Progressive Matrices

Highly g loaded but relatively
culture neutral and abstract.
Pattern recognition and
algorithmic reasoning.



Results

left fig. Vocabulary, SAT and RAPM intercorrelation.
right fig. Reaction time differences for two groups.



Scores are difficult to change



g: what good is it?

Among the most impressive quantitative results in all of
psychology.

1. Results are stable after late adolescence (reliability). One year
retest correlation .9 or higher.
2. Results are predictive (validity).
3. It’s heritable (twin and adoption studies).



College outcomes

Data Mining the University, Hsu and Schombert,
arXiv:1004.2731
Analysis of 5 years of student records at the University of
Oregon.



College outcomes



The far tail

What about the far tail?

+2 SD 130 top few percent
+3 SD 145 1 in 1000
+4 SD 160 1 in 30,000

Diminishing returns above some threshold (e.g., 120)?

OR

It’s good to have a big brain ... BIGGER IS BETTER :-)



The far tail

Roe study (1950’s): 64 randomly selected eminent scientists had
IQs much higher than the general population of science PhDs.
Almost all of the eminent scientists in the sample scored above
+(3-4) SD in at least one of M / V categories.

Mean score in both categories was roughly +4 SD.

Average for science PhDs around +2 SD, so eminent group
highly atypical among scientists.

Positive returns to IQ > +2 SD in scientific research?



The far tail: SMPY longitudinal study.

Tested at age 13 or younger. First quartile Q1 roughly top
percentile, top quartile Q4 roughly 1 in 10,000. Q4 > NSF
Fellows at top 5 departments in later careers.



Heritability

Heritability is defined relative to a specific range of
environments.

High heritability estimates are obtained in cases where subjects
have generally experienced good environments. In the absence
of deprivation, genes have a big effect: probably determine
upper limit to height, cognitive ability, etc.

However, in studies where subjects have experienced a wider
range of environmental conditions, such as poverty,
malnutrition or lack of education, heritability estimates are
much smaller (Turkheimer). When environmental conditions
are unfavorable, individuals do not achieve their full potential.



Heritability and Linearity

g is highly heritable and effect of individual genes is mostly
linear: many genes, each of small effect. (Additive heritability
about .6; broad sense heritability about .8; similar to height!)



Heritability and Linearity



Heritability and Linearity

Nature Molecular Psychiatry 16, 996-1005 (October 2011)

... We conducted a genome-wide analysis of 3511 unrelated
adults with data on 549,692 single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and detailed phenotypes on cognitive traits. We
estimate that 40 percent of the variation in crystallized-type
intelligence and 51 percent of the variation in fluid-type
intelligence between individuals is accounted for by linkage
disequilibrium between genotyped common SNP markers
and unknown causal variants. These estimates provide lower
bounds for the narrow-sense heritability of the traits. ...



Heritability and Linearity

Modern genomic method: we can effectively vary genetic
relatedness (horizontal axis) continuously over many pairs, and
measure changes in phenotype correlation or difference
(vertical axis).



Linearity: many genes of small effect

1. phenotype is normally distributed
2. genetic component is approximately linear in effect (e.g., for
g, additive heritability .6 out of .8 total)

Can think in terms of + and − effects from alleles. (I suppress
effect sizes εi.)

Characterize an individual in terms of which variants they
inherit at each of n sites:

(+ + + − + + − · · · + + − − + ++)

Coin flips with probability pi at each site yields normal
distribution as n→∞.



Evolution and additive variance

Why are phenotype differences linear functions of genotype?

Consider diploid genotypes: CC, cC, cc

Non-linear interactions (epistasis): effect of cc may not be twice
effect of cC. (Also multi-locus interactions.)

But if variants c are relatively rare (e.g., p = 0.1 - 0.2), the effect
of non-linearity is suppressed and non-linear effects are small
as a fraction of total variation.

A high degree of non-linearity at the genetic level can still
correspond to almost linear aggregate variation between two
individuals.

Biology ≈ linear combination of non-linear gadgets!



Evolution and additive variance

Additive variation is easier for evolution to act on, and
polygenic traits do not easily exhaust their variation.

Fisher’s Fundamental Theorem says rate of increase of fitness is
approximately the additive (linear) genetic variance:

d〈F〉
dt
≈ σ2

A

(for sexually reproducing species with recombination timescale
smaller than evolutionary timescale).

Animal and plant breeders have been using additive variance
for millennia.

Example: Maize experiments over 100 generations of selection
have produced a difference in oil content between the high and
low selected strains of 32 times the original standard deviation!



General model for quantitative phenotype

y = individual phenotype
gi = individual genotype (e.g., list of 1M SNPs or 3B loci)
xi = linear effect sizes
zi j = tensors of nonlinear effect sizes

y =
∑

i

gixi +
∑

i j

gig jzi j + O(g3)

Plausible that linear term dominates, even if nonlinear terms
are important in certain circumstances.

We will extract the effect sizes xi for a variety of human traits in
the next decade, allowing for approximate genomic prediction.



g and GWAS

GWAS = Genome Wide Association Study. Thus far, little
success in finding genes linked to intelligence (Plomin 2010).

Candidate hits have not been successfully replicated.

Compare to the situation with height: about 750 genes found so
far correlated to height, with > 100k pheno-genotype pairs
analyzed. Only 20 percent of total variance associated with
specific loci (“missing heritability”), but over 50 percent or
more of total variance from global fit.

There is a historic opportunity to conduct the first study that
finds a significant number of IQ-associated genes.



GWAS history



Nature Molecular Psychiatry 29 January 2013

Here, we report the first genome-wide association study
(GWAS) on childhood intelligence (age range 6–18 years) from
17,989 individuals in six discovery and three replication
samples... aggregate effects of common SNPs explain 22–46% of
phenotypic variation in childhood intelligence in the three
largest cohorts... FNBP1L, previously reported to be the most
significantly associated gene for adult intelligence, was also
significantly associated with childhood intelligence (P=0.003).
... these genetic prediction results are consistent with
expectations if the genetic architecture of childhood intelligence
is like that of body mass index or height.



BGI: formerly Beijing Genomics Institute

Headquarters in Shenzhen, China. Raised funding of US $ 1.6
billion. Nearly 5000 employees (1000 in software development
alone).

More sequencing power than any academic lab in US or
Europe. Aims to become leading platform for sequencing and
bioinformatics.

Previous successes: participant in original Human Genome
Project (1 percent), rice genome, Panda genome, Tibetan
altitude adaptation, early hominid sequence, over 1000 Han
genomes sequenced.



BGI



BGI



BGI



High–normal (case:control) design

Seek thousands of subjects with IQ +3 SD or higher (roughly 1
in 1000).

US gifted education in last 20 years: SAT at age 12. Ceiling very
high: above 1 in 10,000.

We have obtained 2000 DNA samples from this 1 in 10,000
population and will obtain whole genome sequences.



Rough estimates

Simple model: n genes of equal small effect. (i.e., n ∼ 103). Let
+ allele have slightly positive effect on IQ, and − allele have
slightly negative effect.

Assume high group average is +k SD, so k ∼ (3 − 4). Then
difference in frequencies between high and normal groups is

f H
+ − f N

+ ∼
k

2
√

n

How well can we measure f+ in the two populations? Statistical
fluctuations: 1

2
√

M
, where M is population size.

Once M > n, have good power to detect + alleles. (False
positives: 103 variants of interest, 106 SNPs on chip; need signal
to noise ratio of > 103 or so.)



Power calculations

Expected hits assuming IQ allele frequencies and effect sizes
similar to height.GWAS POWER:

2000 CASES, 4000 CONTROLS

average effectaverage effectaverage effectaverage effectaverage effectaverage effect

MAF 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08

0.1 — — 0.02 0 0.26 0

0.2 — 0.07 0.28 0 0 0

0.3 — 0.18 0.36 0 0 0

0.4 — 0.20 0 1.24 0.90 0

case lower threshold = 3.5 SD total expected hits: 3.51



Genetic architecture of intelligence

Preliminary results as presented to the 2012 Behavior Genetics
Association meeting in Edinburgh.



Collaborators

ALSPAC / University of Bristol: George McMahon, George
Davey Smith

TEDS / King’s College London: Ken Hanscombe, Robert Plomin

NIDDK / NIH: James Lee, Shashaank Vattikuti, Carson Chow
(Height data from ARIC)

Cognitive Genomics Lab, BGI: Christopher Chang, Laurent
Tellier, Rui Yang, Bowen Zhao



Genetic distance measures

Quantitative traits: many alleles, each of small effect. GWAS
discovery of individual loci is hard.

But, phenotype differences must be associated with LARGE
NUMBER of genetic differences.

Investigate pairwise genetic distance as g score (or height) are
varied. Extract underlying genetic architecture:

1. Distribution of associated alleles dominated by small MAF
(Minor Allele Frequency)
2. More (−) than (+) minor alleles (MAF < 0.5)
3. Rough estimate of 10k causal alleles in total



Data sources and Results

ALSPAC: 4000 individuals, age 15 IQ; 2000 individuals, age 8 IQ
TEDS: 2400 individuals, age 12 IQ
ARIC: 5700 adult heights

ALSPAC: 488k SNPs on chip. Average pairwise distance = 261k
± 1.5k SNPs.

Select outlier groups H and L. Averaging over pairs eliminates
fluctuations in distance which are uncorrelated to phenotype.

Average pairwise genetic distance changes with mean IQ and
IQ difference: ∼ 40 SNPs per population SD



Genetic distance between surfaces of constant
phenotype

Typical distance between
individuals: 3 · 105

± 103 SNPs.

Detect d ∼ 100 using 106 pairs
(fluctuations cancel).



Results

H L

 

Genetic distance d 
varies with avg 
phenotype difference

d

H
L

Average intragroup distance 
varies with group mean

d(LL) > d(HH)



Genetic distance: architecture from geometry

These two genotypes have a relative Hamming distance of 2:

{+ + + + � + + + + + + + +} vs {+ + + + + + + + + + � + +}

These two genotypes have a relative Hamming distance of 6:

{+ + � + + + + + � + + � +} vs {+ + + + + � � + + + � + +}

More � alleles means greater Hamming distance.

Note we’ve made the assumption that (+) is common (MAF
> 0.5) and � is uncommon (MAF < 0.5). Otherwise, more (+)
alleles would mean greater Hamming distance.



Genetic distance: architecture from geometry

Real genomes are diploid.

Simplest distance measure, analogous to Hamming distance:

AA AA 0
AA Aa 1
AA aa 2

Can also weight by factors of MAF or standardize to obtain
different distance measures (e.g., relatedness).



Genetic distance: architecture from geometry

High IQ Low IQ

Low IQ = more rare (−) variants. Larger genetic distances
between individuals. Similar results for height.



Additive model

n+ minor alleles with (+) effect on intelligence (MAF < 0.5).
n� minor alleles with (−) effect on intelligence (MAF < 0.5).

Result d(LL) > d(HH) implies that

n� > n+

Plausible that
n� � n+



Simplified additive model: spherical cow

(1) N causal variants, ALL minor alleles have (−) effect on IQ
(n+ = 0; n� = N)

(2) Typical MAF < 0.1

(3) Binomial distribution: 1 SD ∼ (0.1 N)1/2

For N ∼ 10k, get 1 SD change in intelligence per 30 extra (−)
variants.



Selection and MAF distribution



Selection and MAF distribution

p=1p = 0.5

(-)

(+)

n(p)

p = 0.5

(-)

(+)

n(p)

p=1

(+)

(A): positive selection on (+) 
alleles, negative on (-) alleles

(B): Accumulation of (+) alleles near p=1; 
minor allele is (-);   n+ << n-



MAF distributions

Distribution of associated alleles dominated by MAF < 0.1.

Left: contributions to H–L genetic distance by MAF. Right:
density of SNPs on chip.



MAF distributions

Modulo statistical errors, can extract

n(p) = density of associated SNPs

Result consistent with “L shape” suggested by population
genetics models.

n(p)

p 0.5

Figure 3: After attempting to standardise the di↵erences and making them proportional to N SNPs. To save time the
sd of d (di↵erence in distances between HH, LL and HL groups) was computed as follows. The sds of distances within
a MAF group was obtained and divided by root(N), where N is the number of unique individuals (either 900 or 1800).
The sd of d (derived by LL - HH or HL - HH) was obtained by combining the sd of the two samples (for example by
root(varHH + varHL)). d was then divided by this estimate of sd and multiplied by a correction for number of SNPs
per group assuming a total of 20000 SNPs (20000/N SNPs per group).
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(b) (HL - HH)

MAF LL LL sd HH HH sd HL HL sd n SNPs
0.02 275.47 26.00 273.46 26.00 274.47 26.00 4537.00
0.04 1547.20 59.00 1541.13 61.00 1544.18 60.00 13362.00
0.06 3724.74 88.00 3718.75 90.00 3721.90 89.00 20442.00
0.08 6137.47 112.00 6136.38 112.00 6137.21 112.00 25203.00
0.10 7799.88 124.00 7786.25 127.00 7793.43 125.00 25973.00
0.12 9031.86 127.00 9022.47 128.00 9027.54 127.00 25608.00
0.14 9774.56 131.00 9765.97 130.00 9770.52 130.00 24410.00
0.16 10391.47 127.00 10388.47 131.00 10390.31 129.00 23399.00
0.18 11045.07 129.00 11043.22 134.00 11044.45 131.00 22831.00
0.20 11246.91 128.00 11238.70 129.00 11243.26 128.00 21633.00
0.22 11848.26 131.00 11838.76 131.00 11843.75 130.00 21439.00
0.24 11906.99 128.00 11905.71 130.00 11906.64 128.00 20454.00
0.26 12197.06 127.00 12194.00 131.00 12195.77 128.00 20047.00
0.28 12350.46 128.00 12341.58 129.00 12346.42 128.00 19542.00
0.30 12329.35 129.00 12321.04 130.00 12325.65 129.00 18881.00
0.32 12936.18 134.00 12929.25 133.00 12933.05 133.00 19259.00
0.34 12872.64 131.00 12868.79 134.00 12871.08 132.00 18714.00
0.36 12764.60 130.00 12760.30 131.00 12763.05 129.00 18184.00
0.38 13025.01 134.00 13015.68 136.00 13020.87 134.00 18234.00
0.40 12976.53 133.00 12979.71 133.00 12978.44 132.00 17923.00
0.42 13014.03 132.00 13009.74 131.00 13012.32 131.00 17767.00
0.44 12829.52 135.00 12830.55 134.00 12830.64 134.00 17361.00
0.46 13384.46 139.00 13380.45 140.00 13383.27 139.00 17991.00
0.48 13210.91 140.00 13208.43 140.00 13210.37 139.00 17682.00
0.50 13049.71 136.00 13052.08 138.00 13051.43 136.00 17435.00

Table 2: Hamming distances and sds with MAF category

Unresolved issues. Why does the hamming distance seem to increase with MAF? Is the sd of hamming distance
truly lower at lower MAF?
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Implications of low MAF: missing heritability

GCTA: heritability on chip is roughly h2
∼ 0.5. (Specifically, 0.56

for ALSPAC.)

But, expect larger total additive heritability, perhaps even
h2
≈ 0.8 !

Yang et al. 2010: causal variants at low MAF are poorly tagged
by chip; if MAF of many causal variants < 0.1, can recover
”missing heritability”.



Implications of low MAF: epistasis, additivity and all
that

Why is most of the variance additive? Where is the epistasis
that our wet lab colleagues see every day?

If most causal variants are rare (e.g., MAF < 0.1), then when
two individuals differ at a locus we likely find AA vs Aa. Very
few individuals are aa.

Therefore, even if the effect of aa is not twice that of Aa
(non-additivity or non-linearity), the relative size of population
level non-additive effects is still small – suppressed relative to
additive effects by of order MAF.

(Similar argument for gene-gene interactions, etc.)



Geniuses and Giants: Fewer deleterious alleles.

(A) ∼ 40 SNPs per SD of IQ suggests roughly 10k causal
variants.

(B) Exceptional cognitive ability = of order 100’s fewer rare (−)
variants than an average person.

Many caveats to estimate (A); uncertainty in (B) is smaller due
to SD ∼

√
N.

Toy model: 10k causal variants, typical MAF = 0.1 : average
person has ∼ 1000 randomly distributed (−) variants; little
overlap between individuals in locations of (−)’s. A genius or
giant has ∼ 100 fewer (−) alleles: ∼ 900 (−) variants in total.



WDIST



Compressed Sensing

Problem: Extract linear genetic model (effect sizes x) from
statistical data (genomes G + phenotypes y).

yi =
∑

j

Gi j x j + εi

1. x is sparse (e.g., s = 10k causal variants among N = 1M
SNPs)

2. at least for next few years, an underdetermined problem

Surprising, and nearly optimal results, from Compressed
Sensing (L1 norm penalty enforcing sparseness). Required data
scales as

s log N



The Future

Expect full sequencing (not just SNP genotyping) of 106

individuals within next 5 years, paid for by science agencies of
national governments. Total cost roughly US $1 billion or so ...
comparable to first genome sequenced by Human Genome
Project! Note: clinical applications of sequencing (e.g., whole
genome cancer treatment) may produce even more data ...

IF sufficient phenotype data is collected about these
individuals, will have very well-powered GWAS within next
few years – enough statistical power to capture a good fraction
of total additive variance (about .6 for intelligence).


